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!::. rrnw EARTH 

God grant us wisdom in these coming days, 

And eyes unsealed~ that we clear visions see 

Of that new world that lie would have us build, 

To Life's ~nnoblement and His high ministry. 


God give us sense,,_., God-sense of Life's new 
needs, 

And souls aflame with new-born chivalries -
To cope with those black growths that foul: the 

ways,"· -
To cleanse our poisoned founts with God-born 

energies. 

To pledge our souls to nobler, loftier life, 

To win the world to His feir sanctiti.es, 

To bind the nations in a ?act oi :Peace, 

And free the Soul of Life for finer loyalties. 


Not since Christ died upon His lonely cross 

Has Time s.uch prospect held of Life 1 s new birth; 

~ot since the world of c~aos first was born 

Has man so cle~rly visaged hope of a new earth. 


Not of our ovm might can we hope to rise 

Above the ruts and soilures of the past, 

Butt with His help who did the first earth build, 

With hearts courageous we may fairer build this 


la.st. 

John Oxenha.m. 

http:sanctiti.es


THE 	 CRUSADE B 0 R P E·A CE . 

.Q. U T L 1. N E 	 ... 

I. INTRODUCTION -• THE ADVANCE TO PE1-.CE : 

(1) Peace is an attainable object •. 
..... 

(2) It 	is the normal condition of mankind. 

(3) 	 Modern warfare is vastly different from 
the warfare of the past. .. 

(4) The world must submit to a rule of law. , 

IL. ~ CAUSES O~' J!.!::1i : 

(l) They may be classified in many different wess. 

(2) 	Sir .Arthur Salter's classification analyzed: 

a) r,eligious causes; 

b) dynastic causes; 

c) nationalistic causes; 

d) economic ca.uses. 

III. .ALTERNATIVES TO -}1£gl : 

(1) 	 The struggle for peace is now an organized
world. movement. 

(2) 	 The acceptance of a rule of law is the moral 
equivalent for war and an alternative to it. 

(3) 	 There are four great institutionalex_pressions
of this alternative now in ex~stence: 

a) The League of Nations; 


b} The Fermanent Court of International Justice; 


c) The Locarno Treaties; 


d) The Ke~~~gg-B ria.nd ?eace Pact. 

(4) 	 These ins titut ions give ample opportunit~r for 
Conference, Conciliation, and·Arbitration 
in the settling of disputes. 



IV~ WILL THESE ALTERNATIVES WORK~ 

(1) 	 Their effectiveness will ·increase fS time goe~ 
on. 

(2) 	 It has already been demonstrated in world 

politics. 


(3) 	 Examples of their success in actual practiae.: 

a) The Corfu case; 

b) The Greco-Bulgaria~ case; 

• o) · The Bolivia-Paraguay case • 

(4) The alternatives to war will work. 

v. 
(l) 	 The machinery at present in existence is 

sufficient to i;naintain peace. 

( 2) But it must he.Jo the support of the· peoples 
of the world.• 

(3) 	 Such support depends upon a favourable 
pub lie opinion. · 

(4} The 	 world must cultivate a passionate desire 
for peace. 

VI. ~	CH3ISTI..AN BROTHEllliOO:D OF HAN 

(l} ~he spirit of peace must reign in human hearts 
if permanent ~orld peace is to be achieved. 

(2) 	The Christian Church must take a definite 
stand against war. 

(3) It must assume the leadership in mouldimg 
a. favourable public opinion.

) 	 . 

( 4) The Christian~spiri t of brotherly love is 
the qnly enduring basis for world peace. 



THE CRUSADE FOR fEACE 

, I. 	 THE .ADVANCE TO :PEACE 

This is the first age in the history of the human 

race in which any large body of public opinion has come to 

regard the establishment of permanent peaoe on earth a.s a 

practical possibility. Always, in the past, in fact up till 

the end of the Great War, war has generally been loolted upon • 

as something inevitable, a necessary evil which, along with 

plagues
1 

and earthquakes and the poor, we would alwa.ys have 

with us. Permanent peace? The conception of it was never 

real, but only a dream which idee,lists praised and about which 

poets wrote beautiful verse. It is true, of course, that men 

.	down through the ages have longed for peace and prayed for it, 


but their hopes and prayers have never been powerful enough. 


to move them to definite action nor to motivate national pol


icies. There was no dynamic force in the human desire for . 


peace, and the reason was simple enough -. men ~ever really 


.. 	 believed that pe~ce could actually be attained. They viewed 

it as a possibility, but not as a practical possib~lity. Now 

psychologists an~ social reformers are agreed that the fundamen

tal and primary need for the success of any enterpris~ is to 

believe in its ultimate and J~c;~ual success. It is plain, there

fore, that the most important development of the Great War and 

the years that have ensued with regard to the Crusade for peace 

is this - that the old belief in the inevitability of wax ·has 

been largely destroyed, and has been supplanted by the increas

ingly strong belief that the elimination of war and the estab

.... 
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J.ishment of permanent peace on eartt are attainable objects 

within the reach ~nd grasp of .the present generation. 

But what has this change in outlook accomplished? 

We stand to-day at a distance of eighteen years since the out

break of the Great War, and fourteen yeaxs from its closet and 

yet at this very moment we find the chief concern of the nations 

of the world is the ending of another conflict, this time in the 

Eastt which, although it has not, as yet at least, reached. world-' 

wide proportions, is nevertheless real war, bloody, awful, bring

ing death and destruction and sorrow to thousands of Chinese fam

ilies who were as innocent as were the peasants of Belgium in 1914.· 

surely this must give us pause -- can it be that, despite all the 

"talk" that has flooded out upon our eager ears to te11- .us that 

another war is "unthinkable", we have accolll]?lished nothing? 

Can it be, indeed, that war is the normal and natural condition 

of this human raoe? No, our greatest statesmen of post-War 

days cannot have been all wf ~pg -- we must not be discouraged 

on our Cr~sade for Peaoe, and even in the face 9f this latest 

rebuff, we must reaffirm our belief that peaoe :permanent 

peace -- oan and will be ··established by men. 

Peace -- not war -- is the normal condition of the 

h~man race, both individually and ss a whole.· It is true that 

war is as old as history, but in almost all civilized communities ,. 

down through the ages we find it looked upon as an evil, even 

though in some oases a.. necessary evil. The only exception to 

this rule tLat the mode~n world has seen was Prussia, whose 

militarists preached that war was the highest expression of 

national life and whose philosophers taught that war was a biol

http:te11-.us
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·ogical necessity. It is yet too eai'ly to add Japan as a seconp. 

exaeption, though in the words of Dr. Jolm· MaoNeill, "even giv

ing Japan the benefit of every doubt, it is:difficult to acquit 

her of the charge of milita~istic nationalism." 

There will,. of course, always be those who tell ti.s 

that because man has a pugnacious instinct he has always fought, 

and will.continue to fight, and that, therefore, there can never 

be any permanent peace. Mr. Norman Angell has offered a con- • 

vincing refutat.ion of this line of argument 'in his fa.IQ.Ous book 

"The Great Illusion.", and we agree with him that such an argu
. I 

. ment is psychologically unsound. 

But even supposing that man has always been pugna

cious· and will always be so in t~e future, are we to conclude 

that war as we know it to-day)is nothing more than the ancient · 

method of settling disputes that sufficed hundreds of years 

ago? On the· contrary, modern warfare is modern in every way. 

It differs from war in the past in three fundamental respects: 

(see nThe British Empire and World Peace", ·by N·eWton W. Rowell, 

P• 5); 

(l) in the destructive character of the means of making 

war; 

(2} in the magnitude of the forces engaged; 

(3) in the scope of the areas and peoples involved in 

the conflict. 

If we read history -- and there is a sense in which 

history has been merely the story of man's wars against man -

we find that the weapons used have naturally varied according 
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to the stage of development reached 'by civilization at. the 

particular time a war was fought; and. although thes'e weapons 

have grown more dangerously effective with the growth of man's 

i.nventiv~ geniust yet until modern times their effactiveness 

was confined to the immediate theatre of the conflict. But 

now, with new and more deadly instruments of destruction being 

turned loose almost every day, and with the investigating·· 

minds.of many of our best scientists under financial obligation 

to produce still more effective weapons, ~- there is absolutely 
,,. 

rio limit which can be. placed upon the destructive power and 

upon the area of effectiveness of the weapons of warfare which 

man;.. may have at his command for the next war. 

In this world of inexplicable complexes, we have seen 

many of our leading men turn from the God of their fathers to 

wors~ip_ at the shrine of a new goddess ~alled Science, herald

ing Science as 11 the handmaid of civilizationnt a panacea of all 

human ills, which would lead us to a better social and indus

trial order than men had ev'er dreamed of before .... And science. 

has in fact done much that its followers predicted. But it 

has also· brought artillery guns with a range and cap~city for 

destruotion also undreamed of, with power to wipe out human 

lives and great cities scores -of miles away from the point . 

where the shells are released. Science brought us the sub

marine,. the areoplane, the tank, liq~id fire, and poisonous 
'.... 

gas. It has placed in human hands the power to utilize and 

control the forces of nature in such a way as to en~anger the 

very existence of civilization. The result of these new meth
··

ods of making war is tha.t "man's control .over physical forces 

http:minds.of
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is in great danger of outstripping his sense of moral respons
::..:.

ibility for their use""' and yet some man still decry all e.fforts 


to provide a substitute for war. 


Modern warfare differs from the wars of the past,also 

in the magnitude of the forces engaged. In the past, war was , 

fought between two armies of more or less limited numbers, and 

the people at home waited patiently for news of either victory 

or defeat of their forces. But to-day it is. no longer only a·~ 

conflict between uniformed soldiers, but rather a gigantic strug• · 

gle between the organized man-power and centra.lized resouro·as· :of 

one alliance of nations against another. These nations must 

perforce st~ke their very existence on the outcome of the strug

gle, and everything and every person.at their command is thrown 

into the battle. Knowing this, surely we can see that nations 

cannot .afford to settle their disputes by war as they have done 

in the past. "One more world war, fought with the latest in

struments of technology, wi~i bl~st western civiliz~tion ~rom 

centre to circumference. n & 'a,' 

The third respect in which modern warfare differs from· 


the warfare of the past is that whereas in the past·the area of 


cqnflict might be confined to the actual parties to the dispute, 


to-day this is no loiiger possible. This is tremendously imper

. tant because so long as war could be localized and limited to 

./

* (Rowell t "The British Empire and World Peace t" supra, p •. 6) 

s (Charles A. Beard, reported in the Toronto Globe, February 29 ,1932.) 

http:person.at
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the aotual parties concerned in a'!)Y particul~r contest~:. it was 
( 

still a possible method of settling national disputes. Neutral 

nations could still stay outside the boundaries of the war arena, 

and often even profited rather than suffered from the quarrels 

of their neighbours. But to-da.y the neutrals may suffer almost 

as much as the combat~n:ts, and indeed strict neutrality is vir

tually am impossibility in our modern world of complex inter-. 

national and economic re~ationships. It is, therefore, undeni

able that modern war is world-wide in its effects and all human'l.ty 

is dragged into its cauldron in one way or. another. ' 

I 

Those who say that because there alwayslhas been war, 

therefore, there will always be war, may ask what difference is 
..,.. . 

made by these great distinctions between ancient and modern war

fare. The answer is that, just as the blood-feud and :prlvate 

vengeance were superseded. by courts of justice and. the rule: of 

law within the development of the individual nation, because the 

blood-feud· and private vengeance were menaces to the peace. of the 

local community, so, with the modern organ~zation of world soci
... 

ety, no nation can be permitted to choose a method of settling· 

a dispute with another nation which will inevitably bring serious 

loss and destruction to peaceful neighbour states. It is time 

for 1 the world as a whole, for the sake of very self-preservation, 

to dictate to nations what methods of settling disputes they 

shall choose, and to say to every one of them: "You cannot and· 

must not maJre war. You must substitute a rule of law for force . 

in composing your differences." 

Believing as we do, then, that war is no longer inev

http:human'l.ty
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itable and that permanent peace c~n be achieved, we must 

examine the various means which have been devised to take the 

place of force in settling international disputes with a view 

to. deciding whether they will be equal to the task of bringing 

peace to a waiting world. Before we discuss these alternatives 

tovar, however, it may be well first to find out what are and 

have been the causes of wars. 

• 
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II. THE CAUSES OF Wil.R. 

In attempting to discover ~he causes of war in mod

ern times, we should bear in mind ~hat although we may- examine 

many grave causes of international disputes, we cannot by any 

means pretend to exhaust the details of a subject which is as 

wide as the world itself. There are almost innumerable angles 

from which the subject might be approached, and many different• 

ways of classifying the causes of war once we have named them.* 

It is only when we begin to analyze wars from the viewpoint of 

cause and effect that we can gain any adequate realization of 

the seemingly endless ramifications of war and develop any full 

appreciation of the fundamental problems that must be faced and 
. . ! 

overcome if permanent peace:-,is ever to be set up on earth. Our 
be to 

object here, then, will not/attempt an exhaustive treatment of 

the root causes of conflict, but mere,ly to examine some of the 

more outstanding/surface causes in order that we may be able 

to decide later whether any alternatives to w~r are possible 

and can be made to work effectively. 

Professor Zimmern, writing at a time when there was 
_;/ 

no such body as the League of Nations, pointed out a distinction 

between two accusations frequently levelled at the world. The 

first accusation was that the world, as typified by its leading 

-;\(- (See list of causes of war drawn up by the Conference of the 
Causes and Cure of War in 1925, quoted in .Appendix 1). 
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statesmen, was bad. The second was that it was badly or
.:*

ganized.~· "The fight for peace, thus conceived, was partly 

a fight against. wickedness in high places and partly a tight 

against anarchy· in international relations." Mr. Hugh·. 

Dalton§· has expanded these into three accusations -- (1) that. 

many of the world's leading public men, and those who in

fluenced their policies, were bad men; (2) that their prin

ciples of policy were bad;· (2J that they ·worked within a bad 

framework or with bad tools of international intercourse. 

~ Were we to adopt this view, we should have three cr1tical 

examinations to make in order to·1acate the cause of any war, 
1 

viz., of the character of the men directing national policies, 

·af the objectives of their policies, and of the international 

organization through which they had to ·work. 

This is the method of approach to the problem followed 

by Mr. Lowes Dickinson, who has made an outstanding. contribution 

to our understanding of the causes.of war. 0 He traces the 

beginning of the Grea.t War primarily to a lack of international 
...... 

o~ganization. It is well to remind ourselves at this point 

that this lack has been largely filled since the War. But as 

Dickinson points out, the character and objectives of states

men also played a large part in bringing on the con.fli:ct i.n 

1914, for too many of them were willing, for the sake of "na

~1;. (".Nationality and Government:' PP• 37 ff}. 

f ("Towards the Peace of Nations", p. 7). 

0 ("War, Its ~ature, Cause and Cure"). 

http:causes.of
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" 
tional honour". to plunge a multitude of lives into suffering 

and sorrow. 

The best classification of the causes of war, how

ever, that I have found, is that given by Sir Arthur Salter.'lk

He says that the cause~ of wars in the past fall into four. 

main groups -- (1) religious; (2) uynastic; (3) nationalistic; 

(4). economic. Salter believes that the first and second of 

these causes have no longer any real significance, that the 

third is rapidly passing into the same stage, and tha~ it is the 

fourth that is the most dangerous in our modern world. I am 

inclined to agree with him i:n part, but I believe he has under

.estimated his third group t·o ·some extent. His opinion merits 
) 

close examination, and in analyzing it, we should be able to 
.J 

get a fairly broad perspective of the chief causes of war. 

There can be no doubt that religious wars belong 

largely to the.past. We live in a d~y of religious tolerance, 

when fanaticisim is at· a very low ebb~ and when, indeed, all 
... 

too few of us are willing to defend our religion even when it 

is attacked. Men no longer will take up arms to make other 

men Christians or.to propogate the particular view of Christian
• /r

ity which they hold. Christianity is not, in this sense, a 

militant religion. Yet we must notbe too confident that there 

will be no more religious wars. The Hoslems for example, are 

inclined to be very militant in spirit, and one need not stretch 

* ("The Re-Awakening of the Orient, and other Essays"; see ohapter · 
on "Economic Conflicts as the Causes of War")• 
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,,.
the imagination too far to envis.age carnage on a large scale 

arising from the Moslem-Hindu strife in India. Here too we 

cannot overlook the dangers of a world conflict being provoked. 

by those who have made Communisim their only religion and 

whose headq_ll:arters at Moscow openly preaches the doctrines 

of world-revolution. For the present; however, Christian~ 

and Christian countries may rest fairly well as.sured that 

religious wars are no longer to be seriously feared. 

Practically the same confidence may b~ eA,Pressed 

regarding dynastic causes of war. Yet it is too s·oon to 

forget the personal.responsibility that must attach, in greater. 

or _less degree, to the Ex-Kaiser, Frances· Joseph o~ Austria, 

· and the Czar of Russia in 1914. There surely were dynastio 

ambitions at work among the other and greater causes .of the 

World War. And a new danger has arisen in the series of 

dictatorships. that has sprung up across Europe. Suppose one 

of these dictators should lead his country·into a war of con

quest~- would it differ very much in reality from· the dynas

tic wars of history? We. are forced to conclude that dynastic 

causes of war, while ~hov~;..q._ into the background, are still 

possibilities, though likely to be closely ,interwoven with 

many other more apparent causes. 

What of Salter's third set of causes those arisirg~ 

out of nationalistic tendencies? ·He believes that nationalism 

as a cause of war is passing. In this I cannot agree with him. 

·In the present day world, a· growing spirit of independent and 

aggressive nationalism seems to be one of .our gravest dangers~; 
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We have only to look at Japan's dction in Manchuria to see 

an example of the truth of this statement. 'In many other, 

nations there are growing young nationalistic movements which 

call for watchfulness if they are to be kept within safe 

bounds, and in India and China the awakening idea of national 

unity is gathering increasing momentum with every year that 

pass es. 

The nationalistic spirit is difficult to define. 

"It is a posit~ve preference for the traditional forms·and 
,,.

institutions of our own political group, a preference which 

is rooted in a very complex system of sentiments, sent>iments · 

of love for the land( itself, of pride in the past history of 

the nation, of devotion and gratitude ··to its institutions and 

great men, and of aspiration for its future."~ It i$ the most 

intense· form of what we call patriotism, and patriotism, like 

all our loves and devotions, is in large measure irrational. 

It is: the basis of a multitude of preferences or rrejud.ices in 

favour of whatever is native t·o oneis own land as against what 

. '\.•.,.,,is foreign.. 

During the last couple of centuries, the spirit of 

nationalism has grown greatly in extent and intensity. It was 

one of the main forces in European history in the nineteenth 

centu:r.y, and now dominates almost every country in the world, 

even those in which a short while ago it was scarcely manifest. 

*- ("Janus -- The Conquest of. War," by William McDougall, P• 48). 
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'Each national gro~ desires to maintain its independence and 

to make itself into a self-contained political organis~. It 

is plain to see how this spirit breeds a constant clash of 

interests that may at any time break out in open warfare. As 

nations gro'v in this Chauvinistic outlook, they develop a cor '· 

responding lust for power which is apt to be~ome nothing more 


than a love for power and glory for their own sakes. They 


become "touchy" on questions concerning their national honour 


and reputation, and are ready to spring to arms at the slight
,,. 

est offenoe against them. This lust.for power, which is part 

of. the spirit of nationalisin, is thus a real and serious factor 

maldng for war. I-:fi plays a big part in maintaining huge ar

maments and it keeps constantly alive a fear of armed aggression 

in each nation. 

Salter has, rightly, I believe, laid the greatest 

emph;asis upon the economic· causes of war. There is., indeed, 

a large body of opinion which affirms that all war is at ·bottom 

caused by economic rivalry. The supporters of this view point.... 


to the ceaseless competition among nations in world markets, 


selfish and rataliatory measures such as ta~-iffs effacted in 


order to secure advantages in such competition to.tIJ:e intense

1 / 

rivalries of industry, and to the constant pressure of expan~

ing populations. 

There ·is a great deal of truth in this view. But it 

me.y safely be said that direct economic -r.iv~lry of itself, 

while it mas and doe~ cause international friction, has not 

. been in modern times and is not likely in the future to be a 
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,.. 

direat provoking cause of war between great nations. A·s.Mr. 

Norman Angell has so well shown, no.nation can eJer hope 

.... that the economic gains to be made by a war will balance 

the tremendous losses that such a war would bring, the 

enormous expenses of conduc.ting the war, the loss of life, 

the financial disturbance, the interruption of trade, the 

grave risk of destruction of whole cities.*' But, though 

economic rivalry may not of itself produce a war, there still• 

remains the danger that powerful nations may go to arms to 

compel smaller powers to grant them economic concessions. 

This is the danger of "economic imperialism." We see it at 

work in Shanflai to-day, and nothing more than the co~liot 

raging there is ·needed to show us the dangers that it con

cea:is. 

We cannot overlook, either, those groups in each 

nation which benefit by wars in general. The armament firms 

and traders are a moral outrage of long standing whose monop-. 

olistic and militaristic tendeµaies are alway2 at work, sowing 

seeds of nati~nal disco~tent. There a.re numerous capitalistic 

groups whose direct interest in war leads them to seek ways 

and means of l?rovoking.it. 

There is another economic factor which is often 
,J 

advanced as a cause of wa:r-;-:· This is "the pressure of pppula

ti on." Many people agree with Mr. J.M. Keynes that· the rapid 

increase in population of Europe before 1914 was one of the 

* "The Great Illusion." 

http:l?rovoking.it
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underlying cau,ses of the Great Vla'r. :t~ There can be .little 

doubt for instance, that Japan•s population problem is 

intimately bound up with her government's present program 

of imperialistic expansion. Professo:i; Corrado ·Gini, one of 

the foremost economists of modern Italy, 
I

declares that pres

sure of population is the one root cause.to which all wars 

in all ages of history can be traced•. Without·going into 

the detailed economic theories involved, we may safely con

clude that the increase of the populations of various ooun

tries is a serious factor making for war. 

There remains the great question of armaments, and 

undeniably the existence of huge standing armies and navies 

with-all modern equipment is; in our modern world, a real 

danger to peace.· !
The i:>Osse~sion of these vast armaments 

induces the desire to use them in. some practical way and breeda 

the lust for power and military glory. Just as a child itches 

to play with a new toy, so do great armies grow .restless to 

_try out all the playthings of destruction that are at their 

disposal day after day. And the vast mechanism of a· modern 

war-machine, once it has been set in motion, rolls along with 

a momentum which makes it impossible to stop it before the 
./ 

fires of hatred have been kindled and blood has been shed. 

Each great military camp is a rival of the other, and so the 

race for armaments goes on, nurturing the warlike .spirit under 

·* ("E.conomia Consequences of the Peace," PP• 10-13). 

http:cause.to
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guise of the need for self-protedtion and preparation in 

case of attack. 

We may now briefly summarize the causes of war 

that we h~v.e enwnerated.. We have first the threefold evil 

of bad men occupying positions of leadership, bad principles 

of action, and bad international organization. Then we 

have religious, dynastic, nationalistic, and economic causes. 

of which the last two ar,e by far the most serious. Under- • 

lying all these, of course, are.all the human failiJigs of 

fear, greed, suspicion, lust, passion, etc., from which the 

r~ce is never free. 

The question.now to be considered is, -- what 

practical means have we of eliminating these causes of· 

war or at least reducing their potency? 

. ~-;...I'· .. 

,/ 
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· III. .ALTERNATIVES TO WiLP. 

In the, opening chapter I expressed the conviction 

that permanent peace.was an attainable object within the reach. 

of the present generation. Then what are the practical alter

natives to war which exist to give a positive basis for our 

belief? Are there any alternatives to physical force by which 

national .disputes may be settled? Has the world to-day any 

proeram by which to chart its course so that war may truth

fully be sa.id to be a thing· of the past'? I believe 
; 

that there 

are such alternatives.to war and that they can be made to work 

and function so as toachieve the.ir object, and that war is 

consequently no longer ever necessary. 

Let us remind ourselves again that the abstract, 

idealis,tic ideas of peace held by individuals in bygone days 

have given way to a world co;nsciousness of the necessity for 

peace, 2nd that this worldj·-~.onsciousness has been expressing 

itself in collective action and that peace has." slowly become 

organized as a universal obligation. Within the last fifteen 

years the world has made"unprecedented progress toward its 

goal. The swift march of post-war events has given practical: 
I 

alternatives to war never before available, alternatives that· 

nations may use without loss of their national honour. The 

acceptance of law and its agencies in international relations is 
/ 

becoming the moral equivalent for· war. 

Four great institutional expressions of this alter

http:alternatives.to
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natives have grown up since the c~nclusion of the Great War, 

and while all of the nations have not signed all of the . 

covenants 0r protocols, many have siened a11-and·a11 have 

signed some. In other words, every nation in the world iS. 
I 

a signatory to some kind of a solemn :pledge that :ilt will not 

resort to war. t.o settle its differences in the future • 
...... 

These four institutions,· in the order of their 

origin, are as follows: 

{ 1) The League of Nations. 

( 2) The Permanent court of In~ernational Justice. 

(3) ~'he Locarno treaties and· similar n1nsurance"treaties. 

( 4) The Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris. 

now, none of these institutions is perfect, nor even COID];llete. 

They are new, feeling their way in a war-made world. They have 

not always been successful, but they have been tried and tested, 

and they are becoming increasingly useful and will continue to 

grow in influence and _power as they get an increasing measure 

of popular supDort. 
';.' 

Vlhat do these separate institutions offer? Taken as 

a whole, they offer opportunit¥ for arbitration and conciliation 

to disputing states. 1'hey show that, as Professor ~hotwell has 

said, "Peace has at last entered the +ealm of :practical world 

:politics," and there is hope for a war-weary world. This is 

the one big alternative to war, then -- .Arbitration and. con

ciliation. We shall look briefly in turn at each of its four 
. ) 

great institutional expressions. 
'. 
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(1) THE 1E.AGUE OP RATIONS: 


The League of Nations is the most ambitious. piece of 

international machinery that has ever been built. It is a 

compromise, "an inevitable transition," between 'the pre-war 

international anarchy and a World. State," and it represents a 

concrete contribution towards the building of a world-society. 

As such it merits close and objective study. 
., 

Contrary to common belief, the idea of the League was 
"' not new in history. Idealists·ana philosophers had dreamed of 

it many times in the past. It stands in a direct line of 

historical developments which brought about the gradual formation 

of larger and larger area.s and increasingly large numbers of 

people into communities whose members recognized responsibilities 

to one another, submitted themselves to a common system of law, 

and earnestly tried to eliminate the use of force among themselves. 

This process· of combination can be traced from the !primitive 

tribe and gens based on blood relationship, through the ancient 
- .city-state to the modern nation-state, and again to great fed

erations of nations. Consciously and unconsciously the evolution 

has gone on as the search for security has ma:a.e union necessary~ 

Nor is the process at an end, for to-day more than ever before 

men and nations are b@ing linked together by a variety of ties 

the 'indissolubility of which becomes more apparent as the com

plexities of world organization inc.rease. 

Thus, whether we look backwards over the developments 

of history, or whether we examine the tendencies of the present 

day, we can see clearly the slow but sure development towards 

I 
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a world society. "·No fantasy is i~, nor even an achievement 

wholly unlike men's·achievements in the past. History points 

towards it; ·present-day facts imperatively ·-demand it.".;;;

As proof of this we need look no further than the 

begi~nings of .the League itself. Its covenant was not the 

product of any one mind; men of many different nations worked 

upon the draft. A Commission, of which President Wilson was 

Chairman, .received valuable constructive ideas from Lord ' 

Robert Cecil of England, Leon Bourgeois of France, O;lando of 

Italy, Venizelos of Greece, Smuts of South Africa and Hymans 

of Belgium. The final draft of the Cove.nant containing a 
\ 

preamble and twenty-six articles, was drawn up by David Hunter 

of the United States, and Sir. Ceail Hurst of Great Britain, 

after having been thoroughl~ di'scussed and worked over by rep

resentatives of all the countries concerned. 

"The idea of a League of Natio~s sustaining a Supreme 

World Court to supersede the arbitrament of war, did not so 

much arise at any particular point as break out simultaneously 

wherever there were intelligent men," says H. G:,., Wells} The 

·leaders o~ worl~ thought and action ~elt that no .one nation 

should be allowed to take the law into its own hands and imp er

il the peace o.f the world.· The World War and the desire of 

people everywhere to end its horrors had paved the way for 

* ("Paths to World Peace," by Bolton c. Waller, P• 51). 

§ ("The Salvaging of Civilization"). 
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,. 
concerted action at last. Organized cooperation had its 

) 

_golden opportunity and fort:g.nately the leaders of the day 

were not slow to seize upon it. It was thus that the League 

was born -- as the culmination of a cooperative movement that 

dates back to the. days of primitive man. 

What, then, is this League of Nations? The first 

thing that we should get clearly in our minds is that it is 

not any Utopian panacea for all the world's ills. "There is 

no need," as Mr. Augustine Birrell has said soon aft~r it was / 

created, "to decorate the Covenant and the Leagu.e with fine 

phrases. It is a business p~oposal having for its object to 

make wars difficult of commencement and to forge bands of 

peace in the hope that they may, if not always.·, at least 

occasionally~, prove unbreakable." Too many people have looked 

upon the League almost as a religion or as some super-state, 

but it is neither of these. It is a purely political pro-

gramme which offers "the conference method instead of the con-. 

fl.ict method" where ndisputes must be thought -0ut instead of 

fought out.·" *',.... 

Some mention must be made of the many criticisms 


which have been levelled against the League, especially since 


its appare.nt failure. to produce any adequate solution of the 


recent Sino-Japanese conflict. There is not space here to 


attempt a detailed reply to the critics, but to my mind the 


*(Noel Brailsford~,. "The War of Steel and Gold") • 

• 
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wonder is not that the League hast in the course of its very 

brief existence, had occasional failures, but rather that, 

considering its handicaps, .it should have secured such a 

large measure of success as it undoubtedly has achieved. 

Such 	a large scale attempt to establish a rule of law and 

peace between quarre.lling nations is patently full of pitfalls 

and 	fraught with· danger, nn.d the League has actuaily surprised 

most 	people by· its skilful navigation through the troubled 

waters of these post-war years.· Ho apology, it is submitted, 

need 	be offered for its record to date. 

Let us glance very briefly at the object and struc

ture of·the League. The preamble of its Covenant. sets forth 

clearly its twofold aim, -- "In order to promote ·,international · 

cooperation and to achieve international p·eace and secur'ity, 

etc." Thus the first duty of the League is to foster and 

develop friendly relations between nations, and the duty of 

preventing war follows as a corollary. The League offers a 

central meeting place where disputes may be t4reshed out in all 

fairness to both parties involved.. Thl.s ·alone is a great for
1 

ward step toward the elimination of war -- and it lis too often 

_J.ost sight .of by the League's critics. 

To oa:rry out its aims, the League. has a three-fold 

machinery consisting of 

(a) 	 an Assembly of all its members, which meets every 

year at Geneva; 

(b) 	 a smaller Council., flexible, in nature which meets 
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three times a year and i~ capable of being convened 

swiftly should a crisis arise; 

(c) 	 a permanent Secretariat, consisting of permanent 

paid officials retained for purpose of study and 

research in all the various activities of the League. 

W~ need not delve further here into ~he construction 

of the ~~eague. Even its most enthusiastic supporters do not 

claim ti1a.t its structure is perfect or that ~t cannot be ' 

improved. Indeed, criticism of its framework is now.coming 

from within the L,eague itself, which is a wholesome sign, be

. cause it demonstrates .that the League has now g·rown strong . 

enough to indulge in the very helpful art of self-criticism. 

It is no exaggeration to say that t~e most remark

able achievement in conn~ction with the League up to the 

present time is the very fact of its establishment. Fr om th:1s 

primary fact a number of importemt improvements in international 

affairs have resulted. Without describing the particular 

successes and failures of the League in actual 
,, 
practice., it will 

be useful to glance in a general way at these beneficial results. 

.... First, the ·League has :provided a "talking shop" for 

the nations of the world. The solution of a dispute is no. 

longer left solely in· the hands of the disputants and the danger 

of their passions and prejudices dominating tpe situation is 

thereby greatly lessened. Third parties are introduced· and 

they meet with the disputants around a table, with the facts 
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placed before them, to seek a wor~able solution of the problem. 
i 

The advantage of personal discussion is this mann~r by respon

.§ible statesmen is so great an improvement over the old method 


of excha.nging me-s.-sages through ambassadors or by written notes. 


that it may well be ranked as one of the truly great achieve


ments in the modern handling of international aff~irs. · The 


Leagae Assembly is an open forum for the frank .discussion of 


questions in the .presence of th~rd parties who can act as go- , 


betweens or mediators; it presents an oppo~tunity for open 


declarations of policy on matters of common concern and permits 


statesmen to learn each others' minds. It is scarcely too much 


to say that even if the Le~.c;ae had no administrat.ive functions 


whatever, its value as a·clea.ring-house for the exchange of. 


national views would alone justify its continuance. 


In addition, there is the advantage that the League is 

developing a "League mind" of its ·own. n It provides a focus for 

·the public opinion of the world." As a consequence, nationalism 

is subdued because of the new psychology -in in..ternational affairs. 

Peace, still seen to have its complexities, is seen also as having 

its practicalities. The clarifying atmosphere of Geneva is con

ducive to this new attitude among the world's statesmen. 

But the Leagu.e ~is far more than a: mere "talking-shop." 

-Its establishment has brought into operation immensely impro~ed 


methods and machinery for the conduot of international business. 


T·he methods of the old diplomacy were awkward and clumsy. . ~'he 


·roundabout means of communication caused serious delays in times 
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of crisis, and the secrecy presentpd opportunities for sharp 

dealing. Any conferences that were called s-0.metimes took 

years to convene, they were badly prepared and poorly managed, 

and even if agreements were reached, there was no means of 

ensuring their being carried out. The League, on the other 

hand, provides opportunities for direct negotiations, and by 

its regularly called meetings enables any country to bring 

any matter of grave .concern before the other countries at an ..early date. It provides machinery by which the most in- ' 

i 

tricate and technical matters may be. handled efficiently and 

well. The Secretariat ensures careful preparation for carrying 

into effect· whatever dec.isions are reached. International co

operation can generally be achieved in every way with far less 

trouble, much greater speed, and more satisfactory res~lts to 

all concerned than was formerly possible. 

Another extremely benefi'cial result which too often 

escapes emphasis is that the League has provided a long-needed 

rallying-point for all those forces in th·a· world which make 
... 

for peace. In former times it was difficult for individuals or 

socie.ties working for peace to find any objective centre for 

their efforts. The League centralizes anc1 focalizes all the 

scattered branches of the ·peace m·ovem~nt.· Peace workers every

where now have definite ob jec.tives in wirining su:p:port :for the 

~eagu~ and urging in.their own separate.countries the acceptance 

of its decisions. ·They :find in the League :the conarete embod

iment of the interna_tional spirit and. outlook whiclh is necessary 

to give meaning and stimulus to their endeavours. 



In this chapter I have. been able to give only an, 
inadequate thumb nail sketch of a 'great new institution, wi~h 

the object _of outlining its advantag~s and its possibilities 

in the simplest J?OSsible way. The Le.aeue of Nations is the 

greatest and best alternative to war in the settlement of 

disputes between nations. ·"It enabl:es men to realize, be

sides national policies and international interests, the claims 

of world-policy and world-interest. It gives to the public 

opinion of the world a focus, a conscience, a means of ex- ' 

pression. It gives to those. forces by which the wor.ld soc.i

ety is being developed a· local habitat ion and a nerve-centre."* 

(2) THE FERMANENT COURT OF INTERHATIONAL JUSTICE: 

The modern peace programme, staking 1ts all upon the 


methods of arbitration, seemed to demand a world tribunal for 


settling international disputes, and the Permanent uourt of 


Intern&tional Justice grew out of the inevitable necessity for 


an orderly world founded upon principles of law and justice, 


even as judicial systems and organized court procedure grew up 


in the history of individual nations. 


Although this ·court was an outgrowth of the League of 

Uations, it too, like the League, was not the product of any 

suddenly conceived idea, but rather the culmination of a thought 

development that extends back for centuries. Perhaps the first 

concrete achievement in the way of a world tribunal came with· :the 

first Hague Conference in 1899, at which a Court qf Arbitration was 

*(Bolten c. Waller, "Paths to World Peace," PP• 58-9). 
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established. This Court is still,in existence, and although it 

_,...-.. --:'"is not p_e:rmanent in nature and in reality is not a court at· all, 

it has handled nineteen cases successfully since its inception. 

Another attempt to set up a permanent tribunal wasmarle at the 

second Hague Conference of 1907, ·but it failed because the 

delegates could not agree on a method of selecting the. judges 

that would be acceptable to large nations and small alike. 

It was the establishment of the League of Nations 

that finally guaranteed the world tribunal that nat~ons had 

desired for many years. ~he League Covenant (Article XIV) 

provided that 
\ 

the Council should formulate plans for the Court, 

and accordingly a Commission of Jurists, appointed by the 

League,·. met at The Hague in 1920 and drew up a plan which was 

adopted by the League Assembly on December 13, 1920. 

The statute constitutr.n-g the Court had attached to it 

a separate pr.otocol which was really an independent ii:eaty to . 

make it possible for nations to join the Court without joining 

the· League. This :p~otocol has been signed by "fifty-four states. 

The one serious ·drawback to the Court's practical structure has 

been the persistent refusal of the United States to join it, 

but a growing sympathetic attitude on the part of the American 

public promises an early removal of this difficulty. 

The Court consists of fifteen judges and four deputy 

judges, who serve a term of nine years and are eligible for 

re-election. They are nominated by ·the nations who are mem

bers of the Court of Arbi~ration;· and not, as many peo~le be

lieve, by the Leagt_le of nations. The law applied by the Court 

-~-
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consists of those principles of in'ternational law which have 

been accumulating since the decrees of Grotius, and which are 

generally recognized and acc~pted by all civilized nations. ~~ 

It is true that international law has not yet been codified, 

but a beginning has been made upon the task by a preparatory 

cornrnittee at Gene: ya, and to vvai t for complete codification, 

as Charles Evans Hughes has said, "might carry us over to the 

millennuim, when it would.be doubtful if we should need it." 

"The jurisdiction of the Court comprises all cases 

which the parties refer to ·it and all matters specially 

provided for in treaties and conventions in force." (Article 

XX...XVI of the League Covenant}. The Uourt has been kept busy 

ever since its formation. Out of sixty-seven treaties negotiated 

after the close of the Great War, fort~r provided for resort to 

the ~ermanent Court of international Justice. Article X.XXVI / 

also contains the famous Optional Clause, which allows: :freedom 

. to the members of the Court in the matter of accepting com

pulsory jurisdiction. ],or many years, only th~, smaller nations 

were willing to sign this Optional Clause, but after Great 

Britain took the lead and signed it other great powers fo.lt 

lowed, and to-day-forty-two nations in the Court have accepted 

its compulsory jurisdiction. 

,. ~·· .. 
-·.There are many weaknesses in the theory behind the 


Court 1 s est ab lis.hment, ·as well a.s weaknesses in its practical 


?.f "Outlines of International Law," by Charles H. Stockton. 

http:would.be
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workings. Unfortunately the.Tiorl~ has no system of inter

national law to which all nations can be submitted, and such 


a universal system lies only among the hopes of the future. 


The use of the ter-m nrnternational Law" has led to the wide

spread delusion. that there is in fact such a system, already 


in existence, and this delusion has been a great obstacle to 


clear.thinking in many in~tances on the subject of war and 


peace. It is well to get clearly in mind the fact that there 

' 

is no definite body.of law, put together by any international 

legislative body nor by .. any world jud~cial tribunal and accepted 

·by all the nations of the world. This is not to say, that 

"International Law" as it now exists is not effective law, and 

a great moral factor in binding nations. A large part of the 

civilized world has endorsed and accepted certain(fundament~ 


principles of international right and justice. and it is the 

.... 

accumulation of these principles that we call "International 


Law." 

The.re can be no doubt, however, in spite of all the · 
.. · 

critic isms of the Court that can possibly be made, that its 

establishment·; wa.s ~another step forward in the great process 

of substituting arbitration for force in the settlement of 

international disputes. The Court did not spring from idealism 

alone, but from the practical necessity of an economically 

interdependent worlP. which demanded that ~isputing states might 

have their .difficulties examined a_nd judicially settled by an 

impartial world tribunal. Has it justified its creation? ·"In 

seven years," writes Professor Manley O. Hudson°!*"it has more 

~~ (ltThe World Cou,rt"). 
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than justified the expectations of its founders. It stands 

·· ,.~~· 	 .t·o-day thoroughly imbedded in current treaty law. He sort to 

it becomes yearly more frequent. It is fast becoming in
---.....__ 

dispensable to the international life of our time." 

~ (3) 	 LOC.A.RMO: "'" 

The signing of the Locarno Treaties in 1925 was 

hailed all over the world as the most im]?ortant historic event , 

since the. .Armistice. Peace was heralded from every pulpit and. 
in every editorial as having at last made another real step __ 

forward. For weeks everybody talked "The Spirit of Locarno." 

Nor is it. any wonder, for the Locarno treaties wit

nessed a wondrous· change of spirit in the relations between 

the signatory nations. In them great states voluntarily agreed 

to settle their disputes by arbitration. Con.ciliation was to 

be substituted for force, and go.od will took the place of ill 

will. no cries of "national honour" and "vital interests" were 

raised to disturb the calm. Cooperation at last seemed to have 

gained the victory over petty bickering and obstructioni~m. 

But there was far more than a peaceful spirj.t achieved·. 

at Locarno. The Treaties brought security at last to the bound

ary line between Germany and France, and within ten years of the 

close of the Great W.ar, .these two his,toric enemies agreed to 

eliminate the ::Thine as a sore spot of friction from European 

~0 (See Appendix II for the test of the Treaty}. 
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affairs. More .than this, nine documents were drawn up, binding 

Germany on the one side, and Belgium, France, Czechoslovakia, 

and :Poland severally on the other, to settle their difficulties 

by adjudication. J\nd finally, the condition of these agr~ements 

going into force was that.JG~rmany should enter the League of 

Nations. It meant that she was no longer to be a derelict 

among nations, a vanquished enemy outside the circle of frater

nal states, but a member of· the family of nations, subject to , 

law, but entitled also to those high privileges give~ by the 

League to all its members. 

The Locarno Treaties have been said to mark "the end 

of the psychological aftermath o·f the World War.n The psychol.:::. 
/ 

Ogy · of··.a:rmed force. had failed, and Locarno ushered in the new 

psychology of peace through ~nternational agreements. And it 

is wor~hy of note that the main parties to the Treaties, France 

and Germany, were those upon whom the War had fallen heaviest, 

and that it was due largely to the forward-looking wisdom of 

Briand. and Stresemann, Foreign Ministers of these two nations, 

that the Treaties were achieved. 
,,,...r·,,..· 

In concluding, we should remember too that the Treatie·s 

were really another offspring of the League of Nations. The 

Lea~e offered a method the method of conciliation -- for 

the peaceful settl~ment of international disputes. Locarno was 

a policy -- the application of the League's method to one of the 

most sensitive sore spots in 1'uropean diplomacy. By these Treat

ies, Prenchmen and Germans joined hands in saying in the words 

of Briand, -- "'We are Europeans only. n 
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{4) THE KELLOGG-BRIAND PEACE PACT::* 

The fourth great· institutional expression of the 


alternatives to war is the formal.banishment of war as an in

strument of national policy contained in the famous treaty 


that has· become known as the Kellogg-Briand .:Paqt. 


This official renunciation of war bears an .added 


significance that does not attach to the first three of our 


great alternatives, in that the first proposal for it came 


from the United States, the one great nation in the world which 


had theretofore studiously stood aloo~ from the task of building 


adequate practical foundations for pe~ce. It is an open secret 


that the idea of such a treaty was· first suggested to ~r. Briand 


by :Professor James I. Shotwell of Columbia University. His plan 

'" was aimed at uniting the divergent peace groups in t~e United 

States in one central motive upon which they could all agree. 

The first public mentiop. of the plan was made by H riand on April 

6, 192?, just ten years after the United States .had entered the 

World War, and strange to say, for two weeks t:his announcement 

of France's position was overlooked by the .American press. It 

was rescued from oblivion by a letter to the New York Times 

fr001 Nicholas Murray Butler which at once became the subject of 

numerous editorials. Public opinion began then to think favor

'ably of the proposition. Secretary of State Kellogg proposed, 

instead of a bilateral treaty between France and the United States, 

*(See Appendix III for the text of the Pact). 

I 
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·a multilateral treaty which would >give all nations an opportu

nity to sign, "renouncing war as an instrument of national 

policy in favour of ·the pacific settlement of international 

dispuJGes." Then followed the interminable exchange of notes_._ 

with the result that the Pact was finally siened in Paris on 

August 27, 1928. War had been deprived of any legitimate 

existence by the nations of the world. 

.,The weaknesses of the :Pact are all too plain. It 

lacks, in the first place, an..y machinery for settling disputes 

by peaceful means. Secondly, it overlooks all the progress 

toward peace that has been made by the collective action of 

the nations of the world since the.close of the Great War, be

.cause it ignores the existence of the League of Nations, the 

Permanent Court of International Justice, and Locarno. By 
I 

failing to consider the peace programme that had been
I 

slowly 

built up and was already functioning, it slurs over 'the fact 

that arbitration is becoming the new moral equivalent for war and 

that nations must be taught to use it. It adv:_ocates peaceful 

settlement of disputes, but does not provide any practical means 

of accomplishing this end. 1'hat is why Ramsay MacDonald termed 

the Pact na castle in the air."* Another deficiency is that 
.. 

the Pact allows wars of self-defence, and not only/that, but, 

in the words of Mr. Kellogg, each nation "is alone co,mpetent 

to decide whether circumstances require recourse to.war in self

defence.n 

~~ (at 10th Assembly of the League, September 10, 1929). 
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But the Pact was of immense moral value to the peace 

movement. Its op en renundf._a,t ion of v1ax m$a.nt that nations would 

have to learn to substitute conciliation for conflict. It drew 

attention in a striking way to the fact that morality between 

nations c~ be built up only by institutions of law and ·justice 

binding upon all. Moreover, the signing of th~ Pact was a 

picturesque reiteration of international good faith. The.educ

ational value of the treaty can hardly be exaggerated. It was 

the modern world's form of repeating to all men the commandment' 
,/ 

nThou shalt not kill!f' 

But undoubtedly the greatest value of the pact lay in 

the fact that it brough·L the United States back once more into 

the sphere of world cooperation in the search for peace. Europe 

had been bewildered by America's rejection of the Treaty of 

Versailles and the Covenant of the League .of .Nations·, the child 

of an American President. The United States had stood per

.. _...--~- -~~istently. and s.tubbornly aloof in the great· struggle for re

construction following the War. Europe w~lco~ed with open arms 

and a glad heart the return of the .American people to co

operative endeavour in new undertakings to carry out the high 

purpose of establishing peace on earth. 

The Kellogg-Briand Pact is more than a mere pronounce

ment in treaty form. It is.another monument on the road to 

I>ermanent I>eace. 
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IV. WILL THE .ALT3RNATIVES WORK? 

In the previous chap~ers we hav.e pointed out great 

practical alternatives to war -- Conference, Conciliation, 

and Arbitration -- and we have described four great institutions 

that have sprung up. since the Great Wa;r as concrete.expressions 

of the world's desire to make use of these alternatives. The 

large question now looms before us -- will these $.lternatives 
' work? \'lill .the machinery in existence run smoothly and success

.... 
fully in times of crisis when passions run high and the public 

mind is enflamed? Some attempt to answer these questions must 

be given if we are not to lay ourselves open to the charge of 

being merely idealistic and theoretical. 

It is only fair to preface our investiBation at this 

point with the .reminder that the League of Nations is but 

thirteen years old, t~e Court only eleven, Locarno six, and the 

Par is Paot a mere baby of slightly over three years. There 

really has not been ample time to give any of them a fair test•... 

We are safe, therefore, in saying that the probability is that 

their effectiveness has only comm~nced to show itself and will 

increase a.s the years· pass. 

But even in the brief span of life that t_he new alter

natives have enjoyed, there have been many examples that justify 

our conviction that they can work successfully and even now ar~ 


doing so. Here again, however, it is only fair to mention, on 


· the ot;her side of the picture, the fact that. the serious trouble 
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in the East may yet give the lie fo all that we have been 

saying. We are much too close to that trouble as yet, though, 

to pronounce.any meritorious judgment upon it or upon the way 

in which it has been· handled by the machinery that has been 

. described in our previous chapters. For the present, then we 

must leave the Sino-Japanes "war" out of the discussion, as 

an admitted possible refutation of a.11 the hopes and belief's 

that we have expressed, in this treat_ise regarding world peace. 

· There.have been many examples in the past ten years 

that ·might b_e cited as evidence of the success of the alter

native machinery. Such are the Aaland <.Island dispute, 

succ~ssfully arbitrated; the Jugo Slavia-Albania controversy~ 

and the Upper Silesian problem. But here we shall deal with. 

only three of the outstanding crises since the War in which· the 

peace machinery functioned successfully -- (1) The Corfu Case; 

(2) The Greco-Bulgarian case; (3) The Bolivia-Paraguay Case. 

(1) The Corfu Case: 
-~. ... 

This case is especially interesting because the in

cident out of which it arose was qui~e similar to the one at 

Sarajevo which provoked the outbreak of the World War in 1914. · 

On August 27, 1923, a commission composed of an 

Italian, General Illini, and four associates, were being driven 

in an automobile to mark· out the boundary line between Greece 

and Albania, when they were cruelly set upon by assassins and 

shot to death. As no robbery was.committed, the crime was 

ascribed to political motives, and although the nationality of 



the assassins remained a secret afong with their identity, the 

fact that the crime was.. oommitted on Greek soil caused Italian 

feeling to run high against Greece. 

1'.Iussolini, "the dictator of the mailed fist, n at once 

sent a very strong ultimatium to Greece. The Grecian government 

complied with most of its terms, but Italy deemed the ·reply un~ 

satisfactory. Mussolini promptly sent a warship to bombard the 

fortress on. the lovely Greek island of Corfu, and many women arid 

children were killed. 

Greece did not attempt to fight but at once took her 

ca.se to the League of Nations. Fortunately the Council happened 

to be sitting in one of its quarterly meetings, and at once the 

~achinery of peace began to move. Geneva was the cynosure of 
,.,,-~··,... 

the world 1 s attention. This was the League's first serious crisis. 

A great power had violated its solemn pledge.a and obligations anc1 -·.__ ___ 

had reverted to the ol& method of taking the law into its own 

hands. The great Mussolini had ignored the methods of conciliation 
... 

offered by the League of which his co1mtry was a member. Surely 

the future of the Leae;ue was at stake in this hour. 

The League acted at once, not hastily and rashly, but 

quietly and thoroughly. Through a month of strained suspens~ 

the members of the Secretariat and the Council never oeased their 

efforts. Italy argued that the League had no jurisdiction to 

intervene, because the bombardment of Corfu had not been intended 

as an act of war, but merely as a "pacific re:Prisal" to show 
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Greece that Italy meant business. 
I 

Led by 1ord :Robert Cecil, 
I 

the Council, however, continued to deal with the base. It 

-~rafted a statement of the measures which were necessary by 

both Greece and Italy as a·ba.sis for settlement -- and the 

two nations accepted the proposals. A.grave international 

crisis had been settled without recourse to arms, and a wait

~ng world ·or.ea-ched. much easier as the news of the settlement 

was flashed to it. 

It is noteworthy that no spectacular action marked 

the League's procedure during the whole Corfu affair.. It 

succeded, however, in mobilizing public opinion against Italy 

at Geneva in.such an effective way that Mussolini's hand was 

forced. The Italian delegation was morally isolated through

out the Council's deliberations. The aggressive action taken 

by Italy was thus openly condemned. And Italy did not dare 

venture farther in the face of such condemnation. 

·The important part of this incident is that the new 

machinery of peace worked successful;t.y. In 1914 the murder 

at Sarajevo thr-ew the world into the worst war in its history; 

in 1924 a larger crime was judicially s~ttled while the peace 

1of the world· Yvas maintained. 11he League of Nations demonstrated 

that it was a practical instrument of world conciliation which 

was equal to ·any crisis that'.might arise. 

(2) The Greco-Bulgarian Case: 

On October 22, .1925, a Greek soldier crossed the 
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frontier and fired at a Bulgarian>sentry. The la~ter killed 

the Greek invader, and as a result Greek troups a~vanoed into. 

.~ulgarian .territory and went ab out five miles over the boundary 

line. 

In the past Bulgaria would have had to fight, but now 

she had an alternative. She appealed at once to the League of 

Nations, anC: a meeting of the Co~oil was immediately convened. 

A~ the request of M. Briand, then President of the Counc-il, b o~h 

countries agreed to withdra~ their troops behind their own 

frontiers within twenty-four hours. The Council then dispatched 

.a commission of French, British and Italian office.rs to make an 

investigation on the spot. 

The report of this commission came before the Council 

a month and a half later and involved the payment of about 

$210,000 by Greece to Bulgaria for damage done. This money was 

paid. The report pointed out the great 'danger to peace that 

existed due to sentries being so close together along a border 

where such tension existed, and made certain r~ecommendations to 

remedy this situation. · 

It is important that the Greek order to suspend opera

tions, fallowing upon the League's firs.t intervention, reached 

the troops only two hours and a half before their attack was 

scheduled to l:regin. Thus a.-;.state of hostilities was narrowly 
I 

·averted by the prompt action'of the Council. 

Here again we see the new machinery of peace w~rking 

out in actual practice. The Bulgarian-Greek incident was more 

http:office.rs
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than a mere border riot. Professor Shotwell makes the following 

observation on it: "At least this. much can be said, that the 

murder at Sarajevo seemingly held no greater potentiality of 

war in 1914 than the events which promised a great Balkan con

flagration in 1925.. But this potentiality was removed by the 

peace.. efforts of the League o.f Nations. rt 

(3) The Bolivia-l'a.raguay Case: 

The last example is different because it shows how 

Geneva helped to handle a crisis that arose three thousand 

miles away in distant South America, and offers a convincing 

rebuttal of the criticism that the League is for Europe alone. 

Bolivia and 'Paraguay have for many yeaxs had· trouble 

over boundary lines respecting the great Chaco district. In 

December, 1928, some ?araguay soldiers captured Fort Vanguardia 

in Bolivia. Loss of life resulted, both countries were roused, 

and immediate conflict seemed a certainty. 

Again the Council luckily hap~ened to be fn:. session 

·when news of this clash arrived. But neither coun;try had appealed
I 

to the League, and if it interfered, there was· danger of antag

onizing the United States and her Monroe Doctrine•. ·cables were 

sent to the governments of Bolivia and Paraguay reminding them 

of their obligations, and world-wide publicity was given to their 

action. Instead of resenting this procedure, the United ·states 

welcomed it. and supplemented it with an offer of _mediation by 

the Pan-.American Conference, then in session in Washington. The 

( nPlans. and Protocols to End Warn). 



Council accepted this offer, and a>neutral commission was 

appointed to fix_responsibility for the attack at Vangua.rdia. 

From then on the incident seemed to die dovm, and the Leagu.e 1 s 

action had once more prevented a mole-hill of trouble from 

growing in~o a mountain. The result added muc~ to the prestige 

of the League a.nd built up a new respect for its methods. 
_/ 

The point of these three practical examples is that 

the alternatives to war will work if the nations want them to ' 
work. The world has now in its possession the -machinery nec

essary to maintain :peace. It remains for the ·peoples. of the 
. 

world to unite to strengthen and implement these alternatives 

in every way possible. 

.... 
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V. STHENGTHENING THE ALT:EHNJ:\.TIVES - :PUBLIC OPIHION 

We have now completed a brief inquiry into the 

progressive organization of the international peace movement. 

We have seen that the world in which vrn live is being. ma.de by 

science into one great community and that tremendous advances 

have been made by it in the art of cooperation. We have stated 
i 

the problem how is this world community to learn to livel in 
' 

~ condition of peace? and our belief that it is the most 

vital problem facing the present generation. Vle have found 

that the principle. upon which the world 'is proceeding in its 

efforts to solve this problem is the principle of cooperatioiit· 

conciliation, and arbitr~tion. As practical outgrowths of this 

principle. we ha.ve examined the League of Hat ions, the :Permanent 

Court of International Justice, the Locarno Treaties, and the 

Kellogg-Briand Peace Pact. And we have investigated actual 

examples from the realm of international affairs__ to show that 

these institutions have a machinery which can preitent wars and. 

maintain peace. 

Now what conclusions may we draw from this brief 

survey? We must conclude that the world is privileged to-day 

in having a practical peace programme such as it has never seen· 

before in history, and that there- is sufficient machinery at 

present in existence· to maintain peace in the world, with one 

proviso it is sufficient if the world wants peace. If the 
. ;::::::== 

peoples of the world vvill study the new alternatives to war, 

try to understand them, and lend them consistent support, in
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sisting that their governm~nts use the alternatives in every~_ 


crisis -- only if the peoples of the world will do this, can 


we have peace as an established fact. 


Tiut just here comes the danger point. Can we count 

upon·such goodwill and common sense support among the citizenship. 

of the world? Are men as a whole suffi-ci?ntly keen for peace 

that they will do the things necessary to attain it? The chief 

difficulty -lies not in our present peace organization, but in ' 

the minds and hearts of men the world over. No organization can 

save us unless we have the resolute determination to save our

selves. And so the fundamental factor· in the whole peace prob

lem is the human factor. 

It is this very human factor that gives us most cause. 

for uneasiness as we survey the world to-day. Never before in 

history, perhaps, has there been so marked and perplexing a 

contrast between the high and lofty expressions of hope and 

good intentions of men on the one hand, and the low character · 

of their deeds on the other. :Vast numbers of ~our leading minds 

declare their confident belief that we have risen to heights of \ 

·achievement never reached before. Yet many of the actual con

ditions in the world point to a serious decline rather than to 

an advance. The forces of destruction seem everywhere to have 

gained the v_ictory over the forces of construction. What is 

the. answer to such glaring inconsis_tenoy? 

The answer is that while a new machinery of peace has 


done well in the few years that have passed since its establish
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ment, it is seriously in need of b~ipg strengthened and 


implemented by the people o·f ·the world. It has not been 


long cnouGh in existence to permit it to act as automatically 


and as smoothly as ao·the processes of law and justice within 


the individual nation. It needs the whole-hearted support 


of men ancl women in e.very country before it can become 


.,_,n·. Or> OU r:,·,n l 17v ... - b imbedded in our modern society. We cannot afford 


to rest on our. oars at this point. "It is not enough to desire 


.l.-u 

' peace. -- ~he generation which attains peace will have won it 


by an intellectual passion."* 


Upon what must such support depend? It must depend 


upon public opinion -- the strongest single force in the worl4 


to-day. Unuer our democratic government, public opinion is 

J 

made up of the sum ~f mass ~hinlring on public issues. ·There 


must be a definite public opinion formed before any real action 


-can be taken. · Eventually the will. of the people must be 


crystallized into ex-pre~sion on every gre_at ques~ion that faces 


the nation. .And it must be crystallized into .~upport of the 


struggle for peace. 


?ublic opinion is still largely i~fluenced·by sel~-

se eking financiers, nb ig business ll interests, scheming politici'ans, · 

and a partisan press. It is against these ins~dious forces that 

the rank and file of peace-loving laymen '·must. contend if the 

*-(II.n. Brailsford in nThe War of Steel and Gold".). 
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victory over war is ever to be ga~ned. The mass mind must 

be carefully educated by the leaders of the peace movement, 

B:lld this process of education, already well under w&y, will 

re quire time and patie.nce. Through the schools, the pulpit, 

the press, literature and art, the home -- through all of 

these institutions the new public opinion demanding peaoe 

must be engendered, guided, and expressed, until at last the 

peoples of the earth have joined hands and declarerd: nNo more 

War." The world needs greater clarity of mind and more 

widespread knowledge on the Great problems involved. But 

above all it needs a more passionate desire to end all war 

and a more burning faith that peace can be achieved~ With 

these, we shall be able to say 

"THE OLD ORDER CH.ANGETH, YIELDING PLACE TO MEW." 

• 


) 

- .....:__ r ... 
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~'*' 

VI. TEE CHRISTI.AN EROTH.1SRHOOD O:b, HAN 

Ho treatise on the su~ject ·of peace would be complete 

without some mention of the part to be played by the followers 

and the Church of the Prince of Peace. Especially is this true 
I 

if, as we have said in an earlier chapter, there can be no 
...... 
permanent peace·unless the spirit of peace reigns and abides 

in the heart.s of men, and unless the practical peace movement 

is sustained and strengthened by the spread of this spirit ' 
throughout the masses of ·mankind everywhere. The nearer the 

world apprqaches to universal peace, the closer does it come 

to bein8 united in that great ~rotherhood which is the central 

idea of the Kingdom of uod itself. 

In the ·light of Jesus' teachings, it seems almost 


impossible to believe that men who call themselves Christian 

\ 

could ever support the causes of war, yet when a nation is 

embroiled in conflict many Christians forget their Master•s 

wo~ds, and for the time being His great purposes are relegated 

to the background. ~he Christian Church must denounce war 

with all the pov1er and influence that it can exert. .t{eV. 

Stanley ..:-cusse.11 gives three reasons why the Church must OpJ?OSe* 
war with Huncompromising hostility": 

(1) ~he·non-Uhristian and even anti-uhristian moods and 

methods without which no war can be waged, and which pervert 

the whole redeeming activity of love into the conoentrateQ; 

* ("The Church in the Moderrr>\r1orld, 11 p. 88) 
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organization of hatred. 

(2) The seeming necessity for the church in every country 

to assume in war-time a national cOmJ?lexion instead bf preserving · 

that super-national outlook which its missionary enterprise more 
·~ 

than i~plies. ~hristianity is not~merely national religion. It 

stands on the statement: "God so loved the world.n 
' 

t3) The clear proof, from the writing of Tertulian and 

others, that the original attitude of the Church was definitely 

anti-war, during, at any rate, the first three centuries. of ' 
its history. 

From these arguments it becomes plain that the Church, 

to preserve. itself and to continue the great work that it has 

perpetuated through nineteen centuries, must set its face un

alterably against war and all the forces that make for it. 

The best practical way for the Church to give a pos

itive impetus to this attitude is for it to assume the leader

ship in· moulding public opinion in:.·favour of the alternatives 

·-:-. 	 to war that we have already discussed. Such l·eadership should 

be easy for the Church to assume, for it alreadY- nas the world 
I 

outlook v1hich the alternatives aim ~o ·iJuild up and focus upon 

·ihe struggle for peace. Christians everywhere must support, 

through their influence and their prayers, the opportuni-ties 

for conciliation and arbitration presented by the League of 

·Nations., the court, Locarno, .: ..and the .Paris Pact, and if they 

are not th~mselves in the saddle of government, they must let 

those 	who are at the head of the nation.' s. business know that 
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they will not tolerate any policies which may lead toward·another 

conflict. 

Nothing else but tho conceJ?tion of the human race as 

one universal. brotherhood can ever provide an enduring basis 

for permanent world peace.· The Church, because of the universal 

appeal and application of Christ's teachings, must ever be the 

most influentia.l ins~i tut ion. in the propagation of this con~. 

ception. Already the Church has made a large ·contribution to 

a good understanding between the peoples of the world. But her' 
greatest v;ork in this fiel:d lies directly ahead. She must her

self wage war a perpetual war -- against all th~ forces of 

.evil represented in racial animosities, nationalistic prejudices, 

aggressive i!Ilperialism, and international- 111 vvill. She must 

proclaim to all men that spirit of justice that Christ Himself 

proclaimed, and she must send forth to the four corners of the 

earth her living examples of that spirit of love. that alone can 

conquer the world. War will have no ~lace in a society that has 

yielded itself to a God bf love. :Peace, for nations as well as 

individuals, is to be found only in the religion of JeSUf:l Christ. 

"All the w~rld is in the Valley of Decision 
Who shall dare its future destiny foretell? 
Will it yield its soul unto the Heavenly Vision, 
Or sink despairing into its ovm hell ? 11 

•.ronly 	by treading, in His steps, 
The all-compelling ways of Love, 
Shall earth be won, and man made one 
With that great Love above. n 

--John Oxenham. 
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APPENDIX l. ,, 

The Conference on the Cause and C:tue of War, held in Washington 

in 1925, drew up the ·following list of possible causes of con

flict (quoted in Jerome Davis' "Contemporary Social ~.1ovements", 

at P• .751): 

I. PSYCHOLOGIC.AL 

(1) Fear 

a) Feeling of national insecurity. 
b) Fear of invasion. ' c} Fear of loss of property. 
d) Fear of change. 

( 2) Suspicion 
( 3) Greed 
(4) Lust for power 
( 5) Hate 

( 6} Revenge 

(7) Jealousy 

{ 8) Envy 


II. ECONONuc· : 

(l) .Aggressive Imperialism . 

a) Territorial 
b) Economic 

(2) Economic Rivalries for 

a) M$.rkets 
/ 


b) Energy Resources 

c) Essential raw materials. 


(3) 	 Government protection of private interests abroad 
without reference to the general welfare. 

(4) Disregard of the rights of backward peoples.
{5) ·Population pressure. 

A) Inequalities of access to resources 

b) Customs barriers · 

cJ Immigration barriers. 


{6) Profits in War. 

III. FOLITICAL : 

(1) Principle of balance of power 

http:PSYCHOLOGIC.AL
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/ 

{ 2) Secret treaties. 
( 3) Unjust treaties. 
( 4) Violation of treaties. 
( 5) Disregard of ri3hts of minorities. 
( 6) Organization of the state for war. 
( 7) Ineffective or obstructive political machinery. 

IV. SOCIAL AND CONTHIBUTORY : 

{l) Exaggerated. nationalism. 
(2) Competitive arm~ments. 
( 3) 3eligious and racial antagonism. 
( 4) Gener al apathy, indifference, and ignorence•. 
( 5) War psychology created through various agencies. • 

a) The press
b) Motion pictures 
c) Text-books 
dJ Home influences 

(6) Social inequalities. 
(7) Social sanctions of war. 
(8) Lack of spiritual ideals. 

fl· . .. . 

'. 

~ 

,,, .. 
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.AJ?l?EN1J IX I I. TEXT OF THE LDC.A.Imo TREATY • 

ARTICLE I. 

The High ContFacting Parties collectively and 

severally guarantee, in the manner .provided in the following 

article, the maintainance of the territorial status quo result

ing from the frontiers between Germany and Gelgium and between 

Germany and ~ranee, and the inviolability of t~e said frontiers 

as fixed by or in pursuance of the Treaty of Peace signecl at 
' 

Versailles on the 28th of June, 1919, and also the observance 

oi· the stipulations of Articles 42 and 43 of the said Treaty 

concerning the demilitarized zone. 
--;_ r·... 

ARTICLE II. 

Germany. and Eelgium, and also. Germany and France, 

mutually undertake that ~hey will in no case attack or in

vade each otiher or reS'ort to war against each other. 

ARTICLE III. 

In view of the undextakings entered into in Articla 2 
. . /; 

of the pres.ant treaty-, Germany and Belgi.um ancl Germany and 

France undertake to settle by peaceful means and in the. manner 

laid down herein all questions of every kind which may arise 

between them and which it may not be possible to settle by the 

normal methods of diplomacy. 

ARTICLE IV. 

If one of the· High Contracting Parties alleges that 

,. ,.. ~- ,,..·a·-·violat.~9n of Article 2 of the present treaty or a breach 
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}t 

of Articles 42 and 43 of t·he Treaty of Versailles has been 

or is being committed, it shall bring the question at once before 

the Council of the League of Nations. As soon as the Council 

of the League is sat~sfied that such violation or breach has 

been committed, it will notify its finding without delay to 

the :powers. signatory of ~he present Treaty who severally 

agree that in such case they will each of them come immediately 
I 

to the assistance of the power against whom the ac~ complained 4 . 

Q.f is directed. 



APPENDIX III. TEXT OF THE KELI.OGG-BRI.AND PBAOE PACT. 

The President of the German Reich. 


The J?resident of the United States of America, 


His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 

- .-'~ ... "'..,, 

The President.of the French Republic, 


His 1laj esty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the 


British Dominions beyond the Seas, Ellq)orer of India, 

His li~aj esty the King of Italy, 

His Llajesty the Emporer of Japan, 

The President of the ReDublic of.Poland, 

The Eresident of the Czechoslovak Republic, 

Deeply sensible of their solemn duty to promote the 

welfare of mankind; 

Persuaded that the.time has cm:ie when a frank renuncia

tion of war as an instrument of national policy should be 

made to the end that the peaceful and friendly relations now 

existing between their peoples may be perpetuated; 

Convinced that all changes in their relations with one 

another should be sought only by pacific means and be the re

sult of a peaceful and orderly process, and that any sig

natory power which shall hereafter seek to promote its national 

interests by resort to war should be denied the benefits 

furnished by this treaty: 

Hopeful that, encouraged by their example, all the other 

nations 0£ the world will join in this humane endeavour and 

by adhering.· to the present treaty as soon as it comes into 

http:President.of
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,'" 

force bring their peopl~s :within the scope of its beneficent 

provisions, thus uniting the civilized nations of the world 

in a common renunciation of war as an instrument of their 

national policy; 

Have decided to conclude a treaty and for that purpose have 

appointed as their respective plenipotentiaries: ••• 

Who having communicated to one· another their full powers 

found in good and due form, have agreed upon the following 

articles: 

..i.RT I CLE I • The high contracting parties solemnly declare 


in the names of their respective peoples that they condemn re


course to war for the solution of international controversies, 


and. renounce it as an instrument of national.policy in their 


relations with one another. 


ARTICLE II. The high contracting parties agree that the 


·settlement or solution of all disputes or conflicts of what


ever nature or of whatever origin they may be, which may arise 

... 

among theI4, shall never be sought except by pacific means. 

J 

ARTICLE III. The pres~_nt treaty shall be ratified by the 

· high contracting parties named in the preamble in accordance 

with their respective constitutional requirements, and shalll 

take effect as between them as soon as all their several in-· 

struments of ratification shall have been deposited at Washingt~n. 

This treaty shall, when it has come into effect as prescribed 

in the :preceding para.graph, remain open as long as may be 

necessary for. adherence by all the other Powers of the world . ,. . 
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